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From Markovian semigroup to non-Markovian quantum evolution
Dariusz Chrus´cin´ski and Andrzej Kossakowski
Institute of Physics, Nicolaus Copernicus University
Grudzia¸dzka 5/7, 87–100 Torun´, Poland
We provided a class of legitimate memory kernels leading to completely positive trace preserving
dynamical maps. Our construction is based on a simple normalization procedure. Interestingly,
when applied to the celebrated Wigner-Weisskopf theory it gives the standard Markovian evolution
governed by the local master equation.
PACS numbers: 03.65.Yz, 03.65.Ta, 42.50.Lc
I. INTRODUCTION
The dynamics of open quantum systems attracts nowa-
days increasing attention [1–3]. It is relevant not only
for the better understanding of quantum theory but it
is fundamental in various modern applications of quan-
tum mechanics. Since the system-environment interac-
tion causes dissipation, decay and decoherence it is clear
that dynamic of open systems is fundamental in modern
quantum technologies, such as quantum communication,
cryptography and computation [4].
The usual approach to the dynamics of an open quan-
tum system consists in applying the Born-Markov ap-
proximation, that leads to the following master equation
d
dt
ρt = Lρt , ρ0 = ρ , (1)
where L denotes the corresponding Markovian genera-
tor (see Section III for all details). However, it turns
out that description of many complex systems requires
more sophisticated analysis which take into account non-
Markovian memory effects [1]. A popular non-Markovian
generalization of (1) is the following nonlocal equation
ρ˙t =
∫ t
0
Kt−τ ρτ dτ , (2)
in which quantum memory effects are taken into account
through the introduction of the memory kernel Kτ . It
is clear from (2) that the rate of change of the state
ρt at time t depends on its history (starting at t = 0).
The Markovian master equation (1) is reobtained when
Kτ = 2δ(τ)L. The time dependent kernel Kt is usually
referred to as the generator of the non-Markovian master
equation.
Non-Markovian systems appear in many branches of
physics, such as quantum optics [1, 5], solid state physics
[6], quantum chemistry [7], and quantum information
processing [8]. Since non-Markovian dynamics modifies
exponential decay of quantum coherence it turns out that
when applied to composite systems it may protect quan-
tum entanglement for longer time than standard Marko-
vian evolution [9]. In particular it may protect the sys-
tem against the sudden death of entanglement [10]. Non-
Markovian dynamics was recently studied in [11–23]. In-
terestingly, several measures of non-Markovianity were
proposed during last year [24–27].
One of the fundamental problems in the theory of non-
Markovian master equations is to find those conditions
on Kt that ensure that the time evolution Λt defined by
ρ −→ ρt = Λtρ (3)
is completely positive and trace preserving [11–13, 19–
21]. This problem is very involved and contrary to the
Markovian case the full characterization of the corre-
sponding properties of memory kernel is still unknown.
In the present paper we provide a class of memory ker-
nels giving rise to legitimate quantum dynamics. Our
construction is based on a simple ide of normalization:
starting from a family of completely positive maps sat-
isfying a certain additional condition one is able to ‘nor-
malize’ it in order to obtain legitimate, i.e. trace preserv-
ing, quantum dynamics. As a result on obtains a class of
legitimate memory kernels.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II we pro-
vide the hierarchy of necessary conditions for the mem-
ory kernel which guarantee the legitimate quantum dy-
namics. Section III discusses the structure of Markovian
semigroup and introduces basic idea of normalization. It
turns out that Markovian semigroup appears as a nor-
malized Wigner-Weisskopf theory. Section IV provides
the main body of the paper. We show that there is
a natural way to construct a legitimate memory kernel
via an appropriate normalization procedure. Then in
Section V as a byproduct we provide the construction
of legitimate memory kernels in classical stochastic non-
Markovian dynamics. In Section VI we analyze the re-
duction of the Schro¨dinger dynamics in the Hilbert space
‘system + reservoir’. It turn out that reduced dynamics
may be normalized to legitimate non-Markovian dynam-
ics in the space of density operators. Final conclusions
are collected in the last Section.
II. MEMORY KERNELS AND QUANTUM
BERNSTEIN THEOREM
A solution Λt to the non-Markovian master equation is
trace preserving iff Tr(Ktρ) = 0 for any density operator
ρ. Equivalently, this condition may be rewritten in terms
of the dual of Kt as follows
K#t I = 0 , (4)
2where I denotes an identity operator (recall that if K is
a linear map K : B(H) −→ B(H), then its dual K# is
defined by Tr(K#a · b) = Tr(a ·Kb) for any a, b ∈ B(H)).
Let us turn to more difficult part, i.e. complete pos-
itivity of Λt. Let us observe that taking the Laplace
transform of (2) one obtains
Λ˜s =
1
s− K˜s
, (5)
where
Λ˜s =
∫ ∞
0
e−stΛtdt , (6)
and s ∈ C. Now, if Λt is completely positive then for
s > 0 its Laplace transform Λ˜s is completely positive as
well. Observe that
(−1)k
dk
dsk
Λ˜s =
∫ ∞
0
e−sttkΛtdt . (7)
Now, the r.h.s of (7) is completely positive being a convex
combination of completely positive maps Λt (for s > 0).
Hence, using (5) one finds that for any positive integer k
and s > 0
(−1)k
dk
dsk
1
s− K˜s
is completely positive . (8)
This provides a series of necessary conditions for Kt.
Note, that these conditions may be considered as a quan-
tum version of Bernstein theorem [28, 29]. Recall, that a
function f : [ 0,∞)→ R is completely monotone if
(−1)k
dk
dtk
f(t) ≥ 0 , (9)
for all t ∈ [0,∞) and k = 0, 1, 2, . . .. Then Bernstein
theorem states that f is completely monotone if and only
if f is a Laplace transform of the non-negative function,
that is,
f(s) =
∫ ∞
0
e−stg(t)dt , (10)
with g(t) ≥ 0 and positive s. Unfortunately, apart from
mathematical elegance the above infinite hierarchy of
necessary conditions are very hard to use in practice.
In particular if Kt is non-commutative family, that is,
[Kt,Kτ ] 6= 0 for t 6= τ , then even simple differentiation
in (8) is by no means trivial. Therefore, one needs other
tools to analyze properties of Kt which guarantee that Λt
is a legitimate quantum evolution with memory.
III. THE STRUCTURE OF MARKOVIAN
DYNAMICS
To present our ideas we start with Markovian semi-
group. As is well known [30, 31] the most general struc-
ture of the Markovian master equation is given by
d
dt
ρt = Lρt , ρ0 = ρ , (11)
where the Markovian generator L is given by
Lρ = −i[H, ρ] +
1
2
∑
α
(
[Vα, ρV
†
α ] + [Vαρ, V
†
α ]
)
. (12)
In the above formula H represents system Hamiltonian
and {Vα} is the collection of arbitrary operators encoding
the interaction between system and the environment. Let
us observe that L may be rewritten in the following form
L = B − Z , (13)
where B is a completely positive map defined by the fol-
lowing Kraus representation
B ρ =
∑
α
VαρV
†
α , (14)
and the super-operator Z reads as follows
Z ρ = −i(Cρ− ρC†) , (15)
with
C = H −
i
2
B#I . (16)
Note, that B# denotes the dual map
B#a =
∑
α
V †αaVα , (17)
and hence B#I =
∑
α V
†
αVα satisfies B
#I ≥ 0. Note,
that by construction
B#I = Z#I , (18)
which implies that L#I = 0, and hence the dynamics Λt
preserves the trace.
Now comes the natural question: which term in (13)
is more fundamental B or Z? Clearly, knowing com-
pletely positive B the Z part is up to the Hamiltonian
part uniquely defined. On the other hand if B = 0, then
Zρ = −i[H, ρ] reduces to the purely Hamiltonian part.
Hence, in our opinion, ‘Z part’ plays a primary role re-
placing Hamiltonian H by non-Hermitian operator C
H → C = H −
i
2
X , (19)
with X ≥ 0, that is, one introduces non-Hermitian
Hamiltonian C giving rise to non-unitary dynamics. This
approach is the heart of celebrated Wigner-Weisskopf
theory [32]. Actually, in the standard Wigner-Weisskopf
theory C is normal (CC† = C†C) which means that
[H,X ] = 0. In this case there is an orthonormal basis
|k〉 in H such that
H |k〉 = Ek|k〉 , X |k〉 = Γk|k〉 , (20)
with Γk ≥ 0, for k = 1, 2, . . . ,dimH. Therefore, if |ψ0〉 =∑
k ck|k〉, then
|ψt〉 = e
−iCt|ψ0〉 =
∑
k
ck(t)|k〉 , (21)
3with
ck(t) = e
−(iEk+
1
2
Γk)t ck , (22)
and hence one recovers celebrated exponential decay. We
stress, however, that C needs not be normal. The only es-
sential thing is thatX in (19) is positive semidefinite. Ac-
tually, there is big activity in the field of non-Hermitian
Hamiltonians displaying real spectra (see e.g. recent re-
view by Bender [33]).
Now, let Nt be solution to
N˙t = −ZNt , N0 = 1l . (23)
One easily finds
Ntρ = e
−iCtρ eiC
†t . (24)
It is evident that Nt is completely positive. Note however
that it does not preserve the trace (unless X = 0). One
finds
N#t I = e
−iCteiC
†t , (25)
and if C is normal it simplifies to N#t I = e
−Xt. Interest-
ingly,
N˙#t I = −e
−iCtXeiC
†t , (26)
and hence
− N˙#t I ≥ 0 . (27)
This condition would play a crucial role in our analysis
of non-Markovian evolution. Here, we point out that it
is trivially satisfied in the Markovian case.
It is, therefore, clear the ‘B term’ is needed just to
normalize evolution. Let us observe the the choice of
completely positive B is highly non unique. The only
condition for B is B#I = X .
Finally, the Laplace transforms of (11) and (23) give
Λ˜s =
1
s+ Z −B
, N˜s =
1
s+ Z
, (28)
and hence on obtains the following relation
Λ˜s = N˜s + N˜sBΛ˜s . (29)
Iterating this equation yields the following perturbation
series
Λ˜s = N˜s + N˜sBN˜s + N˜sBN˜sBN˜s + . . . . (30)
Now, since both N˜s and B are completely positive it is
clear from (30) that Λ˜s is completely positive. Going
back to the time-domain it finally shows that Λt defines
legitimate quantum evolution.
Note, that analyzing the series (30) one is tempted to
relax the condition of complete positivity for B. It is ev-
ident that it is sufficient that BN˜t is completely positive.
Note, however, that due to (24) the map Nt is invertible
and the inverse
N−1t ρ = e
iCtρ e−iC
†t , (31)
is completely positive as well. Hence (BNt)N
−1
t is again
completely positive. But (BNt)N
−1
t = B which shows
that complete positivity of B cannot be relaxed.
IV. A CLASS OF LEGITIMATE MEMORY
KERNELS
In this section which provides the main body of the
paper we generalize ‘normalizing procedure’ from semi-
groups to non-Markovian dynamics. We shall consider a
class of non-Markovian Master Equations
d
dt
Λt =
∫ t
0
Kt−τΛτ dτ , ρ0 = ρ , (32)
assuming that the memory kernel Kt – in analogy to (13)
– can be represented in the following form
Kt = Bt − Zt . (33)
Unfortunately, we do not know how to chose Bt and Zt
in order to generate legitimate dynamical map Λt. Note
that to satisfy (4), one has the following constraint
B#t I = Z
#
t I . (34)
The most difficult part is to guarantee that Λt is com-
pletely positive for all t ≥ 0.
To find legitimate Bt and Zt we propose the following
procedure: let us introduce an arbitrary map Nt which is
completely positive and satisfies initial condition N0 = 1l.
Note, that Nt may be represented as follows
Nt = 1l−
∫ t
0
Fτdτ , (35)
where Ft = −N˙t. Assuming that Nt is differentiable it
always satisfies the following non-local equation
d
dt
Nt = −
∫ t
0
Zt−τNτ dτ , N0 = 1l , (36)
where the corresponding generator Zt is defined in terms
of its Laplace transform
Z˜s =
1l− sN˜s
N˜s
. (37)
Hence, any family of completely positive maps Nt pro-
vides Zt in (33). To provide Bt satisfying condition (34)
let us observe that equation (32) implies
Λ˜s =
1
s+ Z˜s − B˜s
. (38)
Moreover, one gets from (37)
N˜s =
1
s+ Z˜s
. (39)
Hence
Λ˜s = N˜s + N˜sB˜sΛ˜s . (40)
4Iterating this equation yields the following perturbation
series
Λ˜s = N˜s + N˜sB˜sN˜s + N˜sB˜sN˜sB˜sN˜s + . . . . (41)
This equation generalizes the Markovian formula (30). It
is therefore clear that if the map B˜sN˜s, or equivalently
in the time domain
∫ t
0 Bt−τNτdτ is completely positive,
then due to (41) the corresponding dynamical map Λt is
completely positive as well. Let us assume that the family
of completely positive maps Nt is invertible (clearly, N
−1
t
needs not be completely positive). Now, let us define Bt
is terms of its Laplace transform
B˜s = Q˜sN˜
−1
s , (42)
where Q˜s denotes the Laplace transform of the com-
pletely positive map Qt. Equivalently, one has the follow-
ing prescription for the Laplace transform of the memory
kernel
K˜s = Q˜sN˜
−1
s − Z˜s . (43)
Now, B˜sN˜s = Q˜s is by construction completely positive
and hence due to (41) the above memory kernel generates
completely positive dynamics. One obtains
K˜s = [Q˜s − (1l− sN˜s)]N˜
−1
s , (44)
and hence
K˜#s I = N˜
−1#
s [Q˜
#
s − (1l− sN˜
#
s )]I . (45)
Now, if
[Q˜#s − (1l− sN˜
#
s )]I = 0 , (46)
then K˜t defines legitimate memory kernel. Recalling,
that 1l − sN˜s corresponds to the Laplace transform of
dNt/dt one may rewrite (46) as follows
Q#t I+ N˙
#
t I = 0 , (47)
or, using (35)
Q#t I = F
#
t I . (48)
Now,it is clear that if F#t I ≥ 0 for all t ≥ 0, then one can
always find completely positive Qt satisfying (48).
Summarizing, we proved the following
Theorem 1 Let Nt be an arbitrary (differentiable) fam-
ily of completely positive maps satisfying (35) such that
F#t I ≥ 0. Then, there exists a family of completely posi-
tive maps Qt satisfying (48) and the formula (44) defines
the Laplace transform of the legitimate generator of non-
Markovian dynamical map.
It should be clear that the construction of Qt is highly
non unique. If F#t I ≥ 0, then there is a time-dependent
family of operators Mα(t) such that
F#t I =
∑
α
M †α(t)Mα(t) , (49)
and hence one can define Qt via the following Kraus rep-
resentation
Qtρ =
∑
α
Mα(t)ρM
†
α(t) . (50)
Again, the choice of Mα(t) is highly non unique. Note,
that the simplest way to satisfy (48) is to take
Qt = BFt , (51)
where B denotes a quantum channel (completely pos-
itive trace preserving map). Indeed, one has Q#t I =
F#t (B
#I) = F#t I, due to B
#I = I. In this case one
obtains the following form of the memory kernel
Kt = (B − 1l)Zt . (52)
Example 1 Let us observe that Qt defined via (51) is
completely positive whenever Ft is completely positive.
Note, however, that due to (35) the map Ft can not
be completely positive unless Ft = f(t)1l for some non-
negative function f . Indeed, the corresponding Choi ma-
trices for Nt, Ft and identity map 1l have to be positive.
Now, the Choi matrix for the identity map defines rank-1
projector P+ (the maximally entangled state in H⊗H)
and therefore it is clear that we can not subtract from
P+ any positive operator unless it is proportional to P+
itself (otherwise the Choi matrix for Nt would no longer
be positive). Hence
Nt =
(
1−
∫ t
0
f(τ) dτ
)
1l , (53)
where f(t) ≥ 0, and to guarantee complete positivity of
Nt one has ∫ ∞
0
f(t) dt ≤ 1 . (54)
Finally, using (37) one finds the following formula
Zt = κ(t) 1l , (55)
where the function κ(t) is defined in terms of its Laplace
transform
κ˜(s) =
sf˜(s)
1− f˜(s)
. (56)
To find Bt we define its Laplace transform by B˜s =
QsN˜
−1
s , where Qt are arbitrary completely positive
maps. One has
N˜−1s =
s
1− f˜(s)
1l, (57)
5and hence
K˜s =
s
1− f˜(s)
[
Q˜s − f˜(s)1l
]
. (58)
Note, that to satisfy (4) one has
Q˜#s I = f˜(s)I . (59)
In particular if Qt = BFt, then Q˜s = f˜(s)B and the
memory kernel has the following form
Kt = κ(t)(B − 1l) , (60)
with B being an arbitrary quantum channel.
Example 2 Consider now the following class of com-
pletely positive maps Nt in B(H) with H = C
d
Nt ρ =
d∑
i,j=1
nij(t) |i〉〈i| ρ |j〉〈j| , (61)
where the matrix [nij(t)] ≥ 0 for t ≥ 0, and nij(0) = 1
which guaranties that N0 = 1l. Equation (35) implies the
following formula for the corresponding map Ft
Ft ρ =
d∑
i,j=1
fij(t) |i〉〈i| ρ |j〉〈j| , (62)
where
fij(t) = −
dnij(t)
dt
. (63)
Let Qt be a family of complete positive maps defined by
the corresponding Kraus representation
Qt ρ =
d∑
i,j,k,l=1
qij;kl(t) |i〉〈j| ρ|l〉〈k| . (64)
It is clear that Qt is completely positive iff
d∑
i,j,k,l=1
qij;kl(t)xij xkl ≥ 0 , (65)
for any d× d complex matrix [xij ]. One has
F#t I =
∑
k
fkk(t)|k〉〈k| , (66)
and hence F#t I ≥ 0 if fkk(t) = −n˙kk(t) ≥ 0. One finds
for Q#t I
Q#t I =
∑
i,j,k
qij;kj(t) |k〉〈i| . (67)
Now, to satisfy (48) one has
qij;kl(t) = δik c
(k)
jl (t) , (68)
where the time-dependent d× d complex matrices c(k)(t)
are positive semi-definite, i.e. they define unnormalized
density operators. Finally, to satisfy (48) one has the
following conditions
Tr c(k)(t) = fkk(t) , (69)
for k = 1, 2, . . . , d.
One may ask how to construct (61) in order to satisfy
n˙kk(t) ≤ 0. Here we present the following construction:
let X1, . . . , Xd be a set of arbitrary linear operators from
B(H). Define
nij(t) = Tr
(
ωetX
†
i etXj
)
, (70)
where ω is a fixed density operator. By construction
[nij(t)] ≥ 0. Moreover, nij(0) = Trω = 1. One obtains
fij(t) = −n˙ij(t) = −Tr
(
ω etX
†
i (X†i +Xj)e
tXj
)
, (71)
and hence
fii(t) = −Tr
(
ωi (X
†
i +Xi)
)
, (72)
where
ωi = e
tXi ω etX
†
i . (73)
Now, if each Xi is dissipative, i.e. Xi+X
†
i ≤ 0, then one
gets fii(t) ≥ 0.
Remark 1 Let us observe hat there is another way to
normalize the family of completely positive maps Nt.
Suppose that Xt := N
#
t I > 0 , for all t ≥ 0 and define
M#t a = X
−1/2
t (N
#
t a)X
−1/2
t . (74)
One has M#t I = I, and hence Mt defines a legitimate
dynamical map. Note, however, that we are not able
to write down the corresponding equation for Mt. More-
over, the above normalization is again highly non unique.
If Ut is an arbitrary family of unitary operators, then
a→ Ut(M
#
t a)U
†
t does preserve I.
V. CLASSICAL NON-MARKOVIAN
DYNAMICS
As a byproduct of our general approach one obtains a
coherent description of classical stochastic dynamics. A
mixed state of a d-state classical system is described by
a stochastic d-vector (p1, . . . , pd). Any such vector may
be encoded into diagonal density operator ρkl = pkδkl.
We call a linear map in B(H) to be classical if it maps
diagonal matrices into diagonal matrices (in a fixed basis
in H).
Consider now a classical completely positive maps
Ntρ =
d∑
i,j=1
ni(t)|i〉〈i| ρ |i〉〈i| , (75)
6which is nothing but the ‘diagonal part’ of (61). More-
over, one assumes that ni(t) ≥ 0 and ni(0) = 1. Apply-
ing to probability vector the action of Nt is very simple:
it maps pk into nk(t)pk. Clearly, Nt is not normalized:
N#t I =
∑
k nk(t)|k〉〈k|. Moreover, it defines Zt
Ztρ =
d∑
i,j=1
zi(t)|i〉〈i| ρ |i〉〈i| , (76)
where zi(t) are defined in terms of the Laplace transform
z˜i(s) =
1− sn˜i(s)
n˜i(s)
. (77)
Now, let Qt be another family of classical completely
positive maps
Qtρ =
d∑
i,j=1
qij(t)|i〉〈j| ρ |j〉〈i| , (78)
where the time-dependent coefficients satisfy qij(t) ≥ 0
for t ≥ 0. Normalization condition (47) implies
d∑
i=1
qij(t) + n˙j(t) = 0 , (79)
for j = 1, . . . , d. Let us introduce Bt according to B˜s =
Q˜sN˜
−1
s . One has
Btρ =
d∑
i,j=1
bij(t)|i〉〈j| ρ |j〉〈i| , (80)
where bij(t) are defined in terms of the Laplace transform
b˜ij(s) =
q˜ij(s)
n˜j(s)
. (81)
Finally, one arrives to the following formula for the mem-
ory kernel
Ktρ =
d∑
i,j=1
kij(t)|i〉〈j| ρ |j〉〈i| , (82)
where kij(t) are defined as follows
kij(t) = bij(t)− δijzj(t) . (83)
Observe, that (79) implies
∑d
i=1 kij(t) = 0 and hence
d∑
i=1
bij(t) = zj(t) . (84)
When translated into the stochastic vector our approach
gives rise to the following classical non-Markovian master
equation
p˙i(t) =
d∑
j=1
∫ t
0
dτ
[
bij(t−τ)pj(τ)−bji(t−τ)pi(τ)
]
. (85)
Let us consider the special case corresponding to (51).
One introduces B by
Bρ =
d∑
i,j=1
πij |i〉〈j| ρ |j〉〈i| , (86)
where [πij ] is a stochastic matrix, i.e. πij ≥ 0, and∑
i πij = 1. One finds
Qtρ =
d∑
i,j=1
πijfj(t)|i〉〈j| ρ |j〉〈i| , (87)
where fj(t) = −n˙j(t), that is, nj(t) may be represented
via
nj(t) = 1−
∫ t
0
fj(τ)dτ . (88)
In this case
bij(t) = πijκj(t) , (89)
where κj(t) are defined in terms of the Laplace transform
κ˜j(s) =
sf˜j(s)
1− f˜j(s)
. (90)
Inserting into (85) one recovers the old result of Gillespie
[34] (see also [35] and the discussion in [21] on continuous-
time random walk).
VI. REDUCING SCHRO¨DINGER DYNAMICS
In this section we provide a simple construction giving
rise to the family of completely positive maps Nt sat-
isfying initial condition N0 = 1l. Consider the unitary
evolution in HS ⊗HR governed by the Hamiltonian H .
Let |ω〉 ∈ HR be a fixed vector state of the reservoir and
let us define the projector
P : HS ⊗HR −→ HS ⊗HR , (91)
by the following formula
P = IS ⊗ |ω〉〈ω| (92)
that is,
P (|ψ〉⊗ |φ〉) = |ψ〉⊗ 〈ω|φ〉|ω〉 . (93)
Having defined P one introduces the reduced dynamics
in HS by
|ψt〉 = nt|ψ0〉 , (94)
where the time-dependent evolution operators nt : HS →
HS is defined by
nt⊗ |ω〉〈ω| = Pe
−itHP , (95)
7and satisfies n0 = IS . In analogy to (35) it can be repre-
sented as follows
nt = IS −
∫ t
0
ντdτ , (96)
where νt = −n˙t and hence it satisfies non-local equation
n˙t = −
∫ t
0
zt−τnτdτ , (97)
where the generator is defined in terms of its Laplace
transform
z˜s =
IS − s n˜s
n˜s
. (98)
Equivalently, if |ϕt〉 is a solution of the Schro¨dinger equa-
tion
i
d|ϕt〉
dt
= H |ϕt〉 , (99)
with an initial condition |ϕ0〉 = |ψ0〉⊗ |ω〉, then |ψt〉 is
nothing but the reduction of |ϕt〉
|ψt〉⊗ |ω〉 = P |ϕt〉 . (100)
It should be clear from (97) that the reduced evolution nt
does not satisfy Schro¨dinger-like equation in HS . Note,
that nt is a contraction in HS , that is
〈ntψ|ntψ〉 ≤ 〈ψ|ψ〉 , (101)
for t ≥ 0, and hence nt does not define a legitimate dy-
namics of the pure state |ψt〉 in the system Hilbert space
HS . One may easily define normalized solution
|ψ′t〉 =
|ψt〉
||ψt||
. (102)
Note, however, that normalized evolution |ψ′t〉 is, con-
trary to |ψt〉, no longer linear.
Here, we follow our general approach. Let us define
the following evolution in the space of mixed states
Ntρ = ntρ n
†
t . (103)
By construction Nt is completely positive and satisfies
an initial condition N0 = 1l. Interestingly, the inverse
N−1t = n−tρ n
†
−t , (104)
does exist for almost all t ≥ 0 and it is again completely
positive. Hence, if
− N˙#t I = n
†
tνt + ν
†
t nt ≥ 0 , (105)
then one can find a family of completely positive maps Qt
and define the legitimate memory kernel Kt = Bt − Zt.
Remark 2 Usually, H = H0 + λHint. It is well known
[36] that in the weak coupling limit |ψt〉 = nt|ψ0〉 satisfies
satisfies the following equation
n˙t = −z nt , n0 = 1l , (106)
with z = ih+ 12X , where h is Hermitian andX ≥ 0 (hence
Hermitian). Clearly, z plays a role of Wigner-Weisskopf
non-Hermitian Hamiltonian. Interestingly weak coupling
limit guaranties that z is a normal operator, i.e. h and
X mutually commute.
Example 3 Let nt be defined by its spectral decompo-
sition
nt|k〉 = xk(t)|k〉 , (107)
and hence one obtains
Ntρ =
∑
k,l
nkl(t)|k〉〈k|ρ|l〉〈l| , (108)
where
nkl(t) = xk(t)xl(t) . (109)
One finds
N#t I =
∑
k
|xk(t)|
2|k〉〈k| , (110)
which shows that Nt is normalized iff xk(t) = e
−iεkt.
Consider now
xk(t) = e
−iεk(1−
∫ t
0
fk(τ)dτ) . (111)
Note, that if fk(t) has a special form
fk(t) = κke
−γkt , γk ≥ 0 , (112)
then
xk(t) = γ
−1
k e
−iεk(γk − κk + κke
−γkt) , (113)
and hence in the limit κk → γk one recovers Wigner-
Weisskopf theory
xk(t) = e
−[iεk+γk]t . (114)
Example 4 Consider the pure decoherence model,
H = HR +HS +HSR, (115)
where HR is the reservoir Hamiltonian,
HS =
∑
k
ǫkPk , (116)
with Pk = |k〉〈k|, the system Hamiltonian and
HSR =
∑
k
Pk ⊗Bk (117)
8the interaction part, Bk = B
†
k being reservoirs operators.
The total Hamiltonian has therefore the following form
H =
∑
k
Pk ⊗Rk , (118)
where the reservoir operators Rk read as follows
Rk = εkIR +HR +Bk . (119)
One easily finds the the reduced dynamics nt is defined
by the formula (107) with
xk(t) = 〈ω|e
−iRkt|ω〉 = e−iεkt〈ω|e−i[HR+Bk]t|ω〉 . (120)
The presence of nontrivial factor 〈ω|e−i[HR+Bk]t|ω〉 is re-
sponsible for all memory effects.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
We have provided a class of legitimate memory kernels
leading to completely positive trace preserving dynami-
cal maps. Our construction is based on the simple ob-
servation that if the family of completely positive maps
Nt with an initial condition N0 = 1l satisfies an addi-
tional condition N˙#t I ≤ 0, then one may perform suit-
able normalization and as a result one obtains a family
of completely positive trace preserving maps Λt gener-
ated by the legitimate memory kernel Kt. This proce-
dure is highly non unique. Interestingly, when applied to
Wigner-Weisskopf theory it gives the standard Marko-
vian evolution governed by the local master equation.
As a byproduct we have constructed a class of legitimate
memory kernels for classical stochastic non-Markovian
dynamics.
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